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Abstract
In China, despite the traumatic collective memory relating to militaristic Japan during World War II, an increasing num‐
ber of Chinese young adults have developed an obsession with Japanese culture, due to its export of anime, movies, pop
music, and other popular culture. Based on interviews with 40 Chinese and Japanese young adults, this work examines
how contemporary pop culture and historical war memories related to Japan influenced Chinese young adults, who had to
reconcile their contradictory sentiments toward the Japanese government, people, and culture. The success of Japanese
pop culture in China also shows how the allegedly apolitical, virtual sphere of entertainment has helped build Japan’s soft
power through shaping a cool image of Japan in Asia and worldwide.
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1. Introduction

China today occupies the center of global attention as
a rising power that may challenge the US‐centric world
order. With substantial economic and military strength,
China nonetheless does not evoke either admiration or
trust internationally (Shambaugh, 2015). Ever since 2004,
the Chinese Ministry of Education has been trying to
build Confucius Institutes to promote Chinese language
and culture globally (Hartig, 2012). Since 2007, Beijing
has invested billions of dollars into building ‘the Chinese
dream’ and ‘the Asia‐Pacific dream’ (Shambaugh, 2015,
p. 100). But still, China’s image remains mostly nega‐
tive, especially among the wealthier parts of the world
(Silver et al., 2019). Apparently, what China lacks is not
hard power that can scare people away but the cultural
influence to convincingly tell its own side of the story.
In other words, China is in shortage of soft power—the
persuasive approach to exert influence without force
(Nye, 2012).

China’s neighbor Japan, in contrast, has question‐
able hard power but a very appealing contemporary

culture. A defeated country of WWII, Japan left unre‐
solved scars among its many Asian neighbors. Postwar
Japan also does not have an autonomous military due
to American occupation (Schaller, 1985). Despite its mil‐
itaristic past and a continued lack of apology deemed
acceptable by the countries it victimized (Qiu, 2006;
Ward & Lay, 2016), contemporary Japan is nevertheless
widely acknowledged to be “one of the world’s leading
diplomatic, cultural and soft power players” (Burney &
Donaldson, 2018).

Particularly in China, despite the institutionalized
effort to preserve the traumatic memory through his‐
tory textbooks and anti‐Japan war dramas, an increas‐
ing number of Chinese young adults have developed an
obsession with Japanese culture, due to its export of
anime, movies, music, and other pop culture. This sense
of affiliation with the non‐serious, apolitical sphere of
Japanese culture, as my article will later show, con‐
tributes to a political outcome that the Japanese gov‐
ernment desires: A favorable perception of Japan as an
advanced, attractive, and innocuous country—the oppo‐
site of what it once was. As pop culture serves as an
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important cultural repertoire for young people’s self‐
identification and socialization (Duff, 2002), we cannot
help but wonder, what if such repertoire comes from a
foreign country with whom your own country has a dis‐
turbing history?

Nye first coined the term ‘soft power’ in 1990 (Nye,
1990a). By far, soft power has been mostly theorized
in political sciences (Ang et al., 2016; Holm, 2016; Nye,
1990a) and understood via the macro lenses of foreign
investment, education, developmental aid, public pol‐
icy, and ideology (Holm, 2016). In Nye’s original discus‐
sion of soft power, he also did not give much weight to
the commercial entertainment sphere but placed much
more importance on national values and political ideolo‐
gies (Nye, 1990b). Likewise, past scholars have mostly
attributed China’s soft power failure as China’s funda‐
mental lack of attractive political values (Paradise, 2009).

The overt emphasis on political values, however,
ignores the fact that people’s trust in political institu‐
tions has been decreasing, and they increasingly seek
meanings and identifications in consumption culture,
entertainment industry, and everyday life (Cronin, 2018).
Focusing heavily on the political realm also renders
the building of soft power susceptible to accusations
of propaganda, brainwashing (Belmonte, 2013; Snow
& Taylor, 2006), verbal fighting (Mattern, 2005), and
America‐centrism (Hayden, 2012). Via interviews with
20 Chinese young adults as my main focus and inter‐
views with 20 Japanese young adults as a comparison,
my article offers a sociological conceptualization of soft
power via a micro, cultural lens with two specific goals:
(1) contrasting the national images of China and Japan;
and (2) understanding this contrast, especially the suc‐
cess of Japanese pop culture which occurred even while
Chinese young adults had to reconcile their attraction
to Japanese culture with historical resentment. My ana‐
lyses demonstrate the political effect of the apolitical,
entertainment realm of popular culture, and how favor‐
able sentiments toward a country can develop despite
political resentment.

2. Japan: Small Brother, Cruel Invader, or Aesthetic
Symbol?

The contact between China and Japan can be traced
back to about 2,000 years ago in AD 57, when the
emperor of the Han dynasty gave a golden seal to Japan.
During China’s prosperous Sui (隋) and Tang (唐) dynas‐
ties (AD 581–907), Japan sent students and imperial
embassies to China to learn about state‐building and
brought back the Chinese writing system, bureaucratic
structure, art style, and customs, as well as philosophi‐
cal thoughts.

In 1839, the opium war between China and Great
Britain signaled the beginning of ‘100 years of humilia‐
tion’ of modern China by various invasions, exploitation,
and colonial activities from not only Western Imperials
but also Japan, a ‘small brother’ in China’s perspective.

In 1894, Japan won the First Sino‐Japanese War, and
during WWII, among many of Japan’s atrocities in Asia
was the Nanjing Massacre, a six‐week killing and raping
spree which started December 13, 1937, and led to the
death of more than 300,000 Chinese citizens, according
to Chinese official records (Liu et al., 1997).

The eighth‐grade Chinese history textbook (Institute
of Curriculum and Textbook, 2009) does not portray the
NanjingMassacre with mere descriptive texts—the time,
the location, and the impact—but also pictures of the
scalps of Chinese people clumping together like a moun‐
tain; the smiles of Japanese soldiers when they pierced
through pregnant women’s wombs to stab the baby;
and the game played by Japanese soldiers to see who
could kill the most Chinese in one day. Images, with
their unique suggestibility and internal logic, shrink and
intensify any temporal sequence to moments and eas‐
ily provoke emotions (Alexander et al., 2012). For every
12 or 13‐year‐old Chinese middle school student, images
from the textbook are routes of references and totems
of causes from which they construct a sense of the past
(Sontag, 2004).

The twenty‐first‐century China–Japan relationship
remains contentious with: (1) Japan’s textbook contro‐
versy (Gries et al., 2009; Qiu, 2006); (2) Japanese politi‐
cians’ frequent visits to Yasukuni Shrine (a memorial for
dead Japanese soldiers, many of whom were classed
as war criminals; Qiu, 2006); as well as (3) territorial
disputes, such as those over Diaoyu/Senkaku islands.
Nevertheless, political conflicts merely serve as one
source of Chinese people’s perceptions of Japan. Ever
since the 1990s, the rise of Japanese pop culture has
established Japan as a major pop culture export coun‐
try. Soap operas such as Tokyo Love Story and Long
Vacation have achieved tremendous popularity in China,
South Korea, and Thailand (Leung, 2004). In Taiwan,
after the removal of the ban on broadcasting Japanese
drama and songs in 1993, demand exploded (Iwabuchi,
1998; Yueh, 2016) to the extent that the term ‘hari’ was
invented to describe the booming Japan mania (Lee &
Han, 2013). In Thailand, chains of Japanese restaurants
and fashion stores mushroomed. At a glance, teenage
shoppers “look as though they have popped out of
Japanese fashion magazines” (Siriyuvasak, 2004, p. 184).
At the same time, Thai youths’ memory of the Japanese
invasion in the 1940s was fading. Few could describe
exactly what had happened, and in their everyday life,
Japanese pop culture provided an important source to
find, express, and live their self‐identities (Siriyuvasak,
2004, p. 197). Bilibili, one of the biggest video platforms
in China andwhat is now recognized as ‘China’s YouTube,’
was initially founded as a fandom community for a vir‐
tual Japanese character Hatsune Miku. Even today, most
videos on this site theme around Japanese animation,
comics, and games.

It is, therefore, no surprise that today, the informa‐
tion and the media sector is the biggest contributor
to Japan’s GDP. As an 878‐billion‐dollar industry that
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constitutes 9.6%, the information and the media sec‐
tor create profits surpassing business (9.3%), real‐estate
(7.5%), and healthcare (7.2%; Ministry of Internal Affairs
and Communications, 2018).

Given Japan’s image jump from Samurai to ‘cute,’
philosopher Simon May (2019) points out that in con‐
trast to Germany’s unambivalent apologetic attitudes
about WWII, Japan, with the elusiveness of cute, man‐
ages to avoid direct answers to questions of morality,
responsibility, and sincerity. To other Asian nations, con‐
temporary Japan is both ‘one of us’—a positive, norma‐
tive model for nation‐building (Avenell, 2013)—and an
‘other’ to be wary of. In fact, Japan’s national identity
has always existed in a triad with ‘the inferior Asia’ and

‘the advancedWest’ (Iwabuchi, 2002, p. 7; Tanaka, 1995).
‘The inferior Asia’ casts Japan’s past and stands in con‐
trast to Japan’s progress in emulating theWest (Takeuchi,
1993). In contrast to Japan’s cultural power, China had
not exported much of its cultural content. The import
and export of mass media between China and Japan is
highly unbalanced (Figure 1).

This unbalance might explain the survey result by
Japan’s The Genron NPO (2019), where the Chinese
views toward Japan had been continuously improving
after the trough of the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands dispute
in 2013, as shown in Figure 2. By 2019, about half of the
Chinese people surveyed viewed Japan favorably, while
the Japanese views toward China had consistently been
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unfavorable. Nonetheless, another survey conducted by
Pew Research Center in 2016 showed that the Chinese
views toward Japan were equally unfavorable. Only 14%
of the Chinese respondents viewed Japan favorably, and
90% of the Chinese respondents still believed Japan had
not apologized enough, compared to only 11% of the
Japanese respondents who viewed China favorably.

Therefore, findings in different national public sur‐
veys tend to vary. In addition, in Lee’s interviews with
Taiwanese young adults on their impressions toward
Japan, she observed a flexible switch of persona between
the (private) fan and the (public) nationalist (Lee & Han,
2013). Switch of persona helps resolve contradictory
sentiments by separating entertainment from politics,
and personal fascination from the nationalistic norm.
It also exposes the risk of public surveys only capturing
the nationalistic, public side of respondents. Therefore,
the interview data from my study can further explain
the potential inconsistency and add depth to the sur‐
vey results.

3. Methods

My study draws on interviews with 40 participants in
total: 20 from China and 20 from Japan, all aged 18–30
and college‐educated. The gender distribution is fairly bal‐
anced in both the Chinese (M = 9) and the Japanese sam‐
ple (M=8). Interviewswith Chineseparticipantswere con‐
ducted in Chinese, and those with Japanese participants
were conducted in Japanese or English. All interviews
were conducted between August 2019 and August 2020.

The Chinese sample consists of a convenience sam‐
ple selected based on a knowledge of their different
attitudes toward Japan (antagonistic, uninterested, inter‐
ested). I intended to collect a sample with various atti‐
tudes toward Japan as opposed to a volunteer sample,
as those attracted would tend to already have strong
opinions toward Japan and thus leave out the uninter‐
ested respondents. 10 out of 20 Chinese participants
can be characterized as more cosmopolitan, as they had
the experience of studying abroad either short‐term or
long‐term in places such as the US, Canada, or Europe.
The other half did not have much experience abroad,
attending colleges of varying levels of prestige in China.
5 out of the 20 respondents hadbeen to Japan in the past,
and two of themhad had an experience of living or study‐
ing in Japan for two months and one year, respectively.

The Japanese sample consisted of 5 college students
in the US and 15 college students in Japan (8 from Tokyo
and 7 from Kyoto). Students came from colleges of vary‐
ing levels of prestige and were recruited via snowball
sampling. 3 research assistants located in Japan helped
me recruit and conduct the 12 interviews. 7 out of 20 of
the Japanese participants can be characterized as more
cosmopolitan, with the experience of having studied in
the US or Australia, and the rest had never been abroad.
4 out of the 20 respondents had been to China, and one
of them had had the experience of living in China for

about two months.
The limitations of my sample need to be noted, as

20 young people from each country can hardly be repre‐
sentative of the whole young population, even given the
efforts made to ensure diversity. The point, however, is
not to provide a quantitative opinion polling but to probe
the reasons why young people may feel a certain way
toward the country of interest, as well as the sources of
information that may have prompted them to do so.

Each interview is semi‐structured with 18 prepared
questions and lasted on average for about an hour.
Interview questions are largely comprised of three parts.
In the first part (questions 1–5), participants are asked
about their general impressions of the country of interest
as a political entity, such as what they think of upon hear‐
ing its name, the adjectives they would use to describe
it, and what they like and dislike about it. The sec‐
ond part (questions 6–8) tries to prompt participants to
address the country as an aesthetic product, by asking
about their experiences with the country’s pop culture
and travel experiences. The third part (questions 10–15)
prompts participants to give their impressions of various
other aspects of the country, such as its people, govern‐
ment, culture, food, sometimes with scenario questions
such as “How do you feel when you see a Japanese per‐
son on the street in China,” or “How do you feel when
seeing the Japanese team in the Olympics.” The point
is to get a comprehensive picture of a respondent’s sen‐
timents toward different aspects of the country, which
may be congruent or incongruent. Finally (questions
16–18), respondents are asked about their knowledge
and views toward WWII, in terms of their own country
and the target country.

During each interview, the interviewer typed down
notes while the interviewee was speaking. Everything
was also audio‐recorded and transcribed afterward.
Participant information and answers were documented
in a spreadsheet, and all interview transcripts were
stored, coded, and analyzed in NVivo.

4. Results

4.1. Scratching the Surface: General Impressions

Most Chinese respondents reported their impressions of
Japan as ‘neutral’ or ‘favorable.’ In contrast to a 1996 sur‐
vey in which 84% of the Chinese respondents gave the
‘Nanjing Massacre’ as their most immediate association
upon hearing the word ‘Japan’ (Qiu, 2006), in my inter‐
views, only two intervieweesmentioned Japan’s relation‐
ship with China as their immediate impression, and half
of the Chinese respondents said ‘anime.’

Another common association was Japan’s aesthetic
aspects, such as its fashion style (suits, uniforms, Lolita),
aesthetic symbols (Fuji Mountain and cherry blossom),
and the fact that Japan is a good tourist spot for
shopping. Respondents frequently cited the beautiful
scenery, architecture, and fashion as reasons for their
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favorable views toward Japan. Besides, almost every
Chinese respondent talked about Japan’s status as a
developed country to explain their favorable views—
specifically—Japan’s high standard of living, its polite cit‐
izens, advanced technology, clean streets, and environ‐
mental awareness. Good preservation of traditional cul‐
ture and vibrant contemporary anime industry were also
two important reasons for favorable views:

I think [Japanese people] are very polite. They like
to simplify complicated questions, which is similar to
my personality—I am a minimalist. I am very curious
about Japan. I hope to work there sometime in the
future. I don’t know why but I have the impression—
maybe from Japanese dramas—that their buildings
and decorations have a good style—simple and use‐
ful. I also like their food. They respect the natural
taste of the food rather than adding a lot of sauces
like Chinese cuisine does. (Interviewee 18)

In contrast to Chinese respondents who mostly reported
neutral or favorable attitudes toward Japan, most
Japanese respondents reported neutral or unfavorable
views toward China. The aspects they like and dislike
about China are similar across all interviewees. What
they like can be mainly summarized by (1) Chinese tra‐
ditional culture, and (2) China’s contribution to Japan’s
economy, such as investment and tourism. What they
dislike also relates mainly to two points: (1) the Chinese
communist government being aggressive toward Japan,
and (2) the bad manners of Chinese people as exempli‐
fied by loud and rule‐defying tourists.

On the one hand, some of them claimed that “I can‐
not dislike Chinese culture because Japan built its own
culture based on it.” On the other hand, it is not uncom‐
mon for Japanese respondents to understand the politi‐
cal relationship with China as mutual hatred:

The media often portrays protests against Japan in
China. It seems to happen regularly. I remember a
year ago, there was a huge protest where Chinese
people were crashing Uniqlo and messing up every‐
thing….I guess these protests happen either because
ofWWII or Chinese young people inheriting themind‐
set of hating Japanese people. (Interviewee 1)

4.2. Sources of Information: How Do We Know About
a Country?

The 2019 China–Japan Joint Opinion Survey (The Genron
NPO, 2019) shows that 14.4% of 1,000 Japanese respon‐
dents have traveled to China, and 20.2%of 1,597 Chinese
respondents have traveled to Japan. Traveling, in general,
helps enhance the feeling of closeness toward a coun‐
try. Chinese respondents who have been to Japan fre‐
quently cited their first‐hand experiences that involve
micro, detailed information of specific settings when
asked to comment on Japan:

It is a place where you can go anywhere on foot.
Different fromChinawhere streets are sowide, traffic
is so heavy, and there are so many red lights to wait
for, Tokyo is very suitable for walking… sometimes
when you walk aimlessly you can see small temples
that melt very well with the street scene, different
fromChina’s big temples. The street is full of surprises
for foreigners like me. (Interviewee 8)

Convenient stores are really convenient. Transport‐
ation is also very convenient. The living environment
seems really fine. Many things seem to be prepared
for individuals, such as individual seats at restaurants,
perhaps reflecting a lack of sense of community. But
for people like me who may live alone, that’s conve‐
nient. (Interviewee 6)

Among the 20 Chinese respondents, 15 had never been
to Japan, so their sources of information about Japan
were also inquired about. The most commonly men‐
tioned source is Japanese pop culture: dramas, anime,
and variety shows. The next common source is the intro‐
ductory articles on popular Chinese social media (such as
Weibo,Wechat public account, Zhihu, and Douyin) made
by Chinese bloggers or video makers. In a positive tone,
these contents mostly portray the beautiful scenery,
interesting cultural practices, and popular celebrities in
Japan. It is common that these articles excessively idol‐
ize Japan to the extent that Chinese tourists might expe‐
rience disillusion upon seeing the real Japan, as one of
the respondents commented,

Some Chinese public intellectuals are really into writ‐
ing articles that idolize Japan, saying that they have
such a wonderful welfare system and they are so
clean and self‐disciplined. Actually, when I was in
Japan, I went to their night markets. Japanese peo‐
ple there showed another side of their personality.
Things were dirty and messy. (Interviewee 13)

Other sources of knowledge include official news on
Chinese media, conversations with friends who have
been to Japan, serious Japanese literature (usually by
Murakami Haruki or Watanabe Junichi). The anti‐Japan
war drama, a TV genre in China that tended to depict
WWII in a lighthearted, comical way, had only one men‐
tion. In contrast to the common conception that Chinese
people mainly take information from governmental or
other official channels, the most common sources of
knowledge about Japan are apolitical and entertaining,
often adopting a positive tone, being produced by either
the Japanese pop culture industry itself or Chinese online
influencers who mostly hold favorable attitudes toward
Japan. In addition, the widespread admiration toward
the ‘advanced’ or ‘civilized’ aspects of Japan among the
Chinese interviewees may also reflect the heavy dis‐
courses on the need to improve ‘civilian quality’ by the
socialist state (Chu, 2016). In some way, young Chinese
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are projecting their received notions of idealized nation‐
hood onto Japan and view Japan as a positive model of
nation‐building. Figure 3 shows the frequencies of differ‐
ent sources of knowledge about Japan that appeared in
my interviews with Chinese respondents.

In contrast, Japanese youths mostly understand
China via official channels, such as history textbooks and
TV news. The textbook mainly introduces about ancient
China without much relevance to today, and the news
report is often negative:

In Japan, you basically only hear about two things
related to China. One is that their patrol aircrafts
are lingering around our borders again. I don’t know
why but it seems they intend to invade or something.
Another is the bad manners of Chinese people. Like,
oh, some tourists are having serious conflicts with
Japanese people somewhere again. It’s in the news
a lot. (Interviewee 2)

Counterintuitively, given the heavy state control in China,
Japanese respondents’ source of knowledge toward
China is nonetheless more official and limited than that
of the Chinese respondents. One reasonmay be that peo‐
ple in the wealthier, capitalistic parts of the world tend
to trust their government more and do not doubt the
truthfulness of such coverage (Silver et al., 2019). In addi‐
tion, while many Chinese youths actively search for infor‐
mation about Japan out of personal interest or curiosity,
there seems to be nothing attractive about contempo‐
rary Chinese culture that would draw foreigners to dig in
by themselves.

4.3. From Pop to Highbrow

Most Japanese respondents reported no contact with or
memory of Chinese pop culture, being unable to recall
even one Chinese drama, movie, or piece of music. Their
contact with Chinese pop culture included “the vague
memory of hearing some random Chinese song on the
street,” “a Kungfu movie,” and “a documentary about

Chinese traditional culture that teacher showed us in
class.” When asked to reflect on the lack of contact
with Chinese pop culture, many Japanese respondents
concluded that the Japanese entertainment market was
already saturated and foreign content was generally not
needed. Nonetheless, Korean and American pop culture
had large fan bases in Japan.

When asked what they thought of at the mention of
‘Chinese culture,’ all Japanese answered only the high‐
brow, ancient aspect about China that they had to learn
during history lessons at school. This observation further
illustrated that contemporary China is not perceived as
‘cultured,’ so that Japanese respondents had to resort to
historical China when asked about Chinese culture.

Even though many Japanese respondents expressed
their fondness for Chinese traditional culture, such as
by saying, “The Chinese architecture and historical sites
are amazing. I think they embody the wisdom of ancient
Chinese people.” They had no problem reconciling a
positive view toward historical China and a negative
view toward today’s China, since “China fell behind.”
Therefore, nomatter how successful Confucius Institutes
become at spreading Chinese traditional values, the
world may not necessarily acknowledge China’s contem‐
porary values, since people can view the highbrow, cul‐
tured part of China as completely separate from today’s
crude, politicized China, as my Japanese interviewees do.

In stark contrast, at the mention of ‘Japanese cul‐
ture,’ all Chinese respondents mentioned some aspect
of Japan’s contemporary culture, most frequently anime
and sometimes fashion. When several Chinese partici‐
pants mentioned their interest in the serious, highbrow
aspects of Japanese culture, all of them claimed that
this interest originated from their interest in Japanese
pop culture:

My knowledge of Japan proceeds in an anti‐
chronological way. I am not interested in their tradi‐
tional culture. It’smy interest in anime thatmotivates
me to trace back to its ancient culture. Many people
who want to understand Japan would buy the book
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The Chrysanthemum and the Sword. I’ve not even
read that book. (Interviewee 3)

Previously I had neither interests nor opinions on
Japanese buildings or arts. I thought ukiyo‐e looked
strange and their obsessionwith robotswasweird. But
later I came to accept and understand all these things
because I watched anime so often. (Interviewee 12)

Therefore, pop culture not only creates commercial
profit, escapes censorship skepticism, but can also chan‐
nel foreigners’ interests toward the more serious, high‐
brow aspects of a nation’s culture. We cannot help but
wonder, what is the charm of Japanese pop culture that
attracts the Chinese audience to such an extent?

4.4. Japanese Pop Culture Appeal Explained

All of the Chinese respondents were born in the 1990s,
a time when Japanese pop culture flourished in Asia
(Iwabuchi, 1998). All of the Chinese respondents first
got in touch with Japanese anime during primary school,
since it was aired by the children’s channel of China
Central Television (CCTV), a television network officially
owned by the PRC State Council. CCTV broadcasted
Japanese anime simply for its high quality or profitability,
but at the same time, a sense of familiaritywith Japanese
culture was cultivated. Anime like Digimon, Case Closed,
Chibi Maruko‐chan, and Doraemon were common child‐
hoodmemories shared by many Chinese children. Today,
even having entered adulthood, my respondents are still
passive or active consumers of Japanese pop culture,
‘passive’ meaning that they frequently get recommenda‐
tions in the news feed online, and ‘active’ in the sense
that more than half of them actively search for Japanese
pop culture on a regular basis: “My impression of Japan
is favorable because even though Japan has done bad
things in the past, I think mymost prominent impression
of Japan is anime. It makes me feel a sense of closeness,
at least not dislike” (Interviewee 15).

One interviewee, who prefers Korean pop culture to
Japanese pop culture because she prefers “real celebri‐
ties over fantasy characters,” still acknowledges the deep
impression left by a childhood anime:

When Iwas in primary school, I liked to read Inuyasha,
where characters could travel across time. The book‐
store near my home had manga so I read there every
day after school. It’s all a precious childhoodmemory
to me. People always feel warm and special to things
in their memories. (Interviewee 14)

WhenChinese children grow to be adolescents, Japanese
pop culture continues to offer attractive content with
more explicit depictions of romance, sex, violence, and
complicated story plots that Chinese media cannot
offer due to either skill inadequacy or strict censor‐
ship. The teen dramas were not aired officially, but

Chinese young adults usually had ways to find them on
the internet.

Answering “what type of anime do you like towatch,”
Interviewee 10 replied:

Right now, I like the funny and inspiring ones. When
I was a kid, I liked anime about adventures and explo‐
ration. When I went tomiddle school, I liked to watch
high school romance. At different stages of your life,
you have different preferences, but Japanese anime
covers everything. Whatever age you are, they offer
so many themes for you to pick from.

Therefore, as a mainstream entertainment for children
and a subculture for teens, Japanese pop culture accom‐
panies the growth of Chinese young adults all the way
into adulthood, many of whom may carry their passion
and fascination into middle‐age or beyond. Along the
way, Japanese pop culture shapes Chinese young adults’
life values and cultivates a strong sense of appreciation
for Japan.

When further prompted to explain how the feelings
of closeness and curiosity were generated, respondents
gave reasons falling into four general categories, ordered
from micro to macro:

1. Pleasant psychological effects: “You watch anime
to entertain and relax yourself. Just like novels or
movies, anime is an effective art form tomake you
feel good” (Interviewee 15).

2. Aesthetics and relatable narratives: “Japanese
anime is really beautiful. Every frame is like a pic‐
ture….I like the dramaUnnatural because the char‐
acters in it feel a sense of mission for their careers.
I also want to feel a pure sense of passion for my
job” (Interviewee 5).

3. Cultural odor: “In dramas and anime, Japanese
people are the carriers of plots. Because people
are the subjects, or the centers, of the interest‐
ing storylines, I grow to like Japanese people and
Japan in general” (Interviewee 18).

4. Cultural proximity: “Japan shares many aspects of
culture with China. American dramas are too for‐
eign for me, but Japanese dramas contain a satisfy‐
ing mix of novelty and familiarity” (Interviewee 4).

Cultural odor, a term coined by Iwabuchi (1998), refers to
the ability of a cultural product to provoke people’s pos‐
itive associations of the product with the country of ori‐
gin and its lifestyle. Before the 1990s, when Japan’s main
overseas exports largely consisted of consumer machin‐
ery, Japan was a faceless economic superpower that eas‐
ily fell prey to a Western Orientalist discourse (Iwabuchi,
1998, p. 165). But after the 1990s, things changed.
In addition, some scholars argued that Japanese pop
culture was particularly appealing in today’s postmod‐
ern world (Allison, 2006; Azuma, 2009), where capi‐
talism and advanced technology have led to a sense
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of alienation from the past and loss of community
(Allison, 2006). Japanese anime creates fantasy worlds
with friendly characters in an age lacking meaningful
social contact, with sophisticated plots beyond Disney’s
simplistic nostalgia (Allison, 2006). The phenomena of
Otaku and Hikikomori—people who lock themselves in
their rooms for years and seek refuge in the immersive
worlds of anime, comics, and games—also grow to be a
worrying social issue in Japan (Tamaki, 2013).

4.5. Views on History: Mechanisms for Reconciling
Contradictory Sentiments

About half of the Chinese respondents expressed
unequivocal anger toward Japan’s handling of issues
relating to WWII. The other half expressed more
nuanced attitudes, by (1) separating the present from
the past, and (2) separating a nation’s behavior from its
culture and people:

What happened in the past always happened in a very
specific historical context. As I mature, I tend not to
see things in black‐and‐white. (Interviewee 6)

Just like Americans hate the Chinese government but
like the small decorations I brought from China, I feel
the same toward Japan. (Interviewee 17)

None of the Chinese respondents here ever actively boy‐
cotted Japanese goods due to the troubling history or
island conflicts. Nonetheless, there had been instances
of large‐scale boycotting of Japanese goods in China in
2006 and 2013 in response to Japan’s textbook contro‐
versy and island disputes (Gries et al., 2016; Qiu, 2006).
Most interviewees in my sample, however, claimed that
product quality was the major concern when they were
shopping. As one respondent explained, “When you
shop in your daily life, history or international relation
does not really pop up in your head, because it’s not
directly related.”

Clearly, the traumatic history was neither forgotten
nor denied, but some of my respondents struggled men‐
tally to reconcile the hatred they were ‘supposed’ to feel
and their personal fondness toward Japan. In describ‐
ing their sentiments, one used the metaphor of “falling
in love with your enemy’s daughter.” In this sense, the
cute, contemporary Japan is perceived as connected to
but also distinct from themilitaristic Japan, as ‘his daugh‐
ter.’ Another respondent used the metaphor of “Japan is
like your poor neighbor who got rich, and in the process
of getting rich, he hurt you.” These metaphors reflect
a perception of Japan as an ‘other,’ but at the same
time an ‘other’ that the ‘self’ feels close to, not only
physically (as reflected by ‘neighbor’) but also mentally
(as reflected by ‘falling in love’).

On the Japanese side, more than half of the respon‐
dents reported their lack of any knowledge of what had
happened between Japan and China during WWII. A typ‐

ical response was, “Japan is a perpetrator in the sense
that it attacked Pearl Harbor, but it’s more like a victim
because it was bombed by the US,” demonstrating a gen‐
eral understanding of Japan’s involvement in WWII as a
victim of atomic bombs. Among the respondents who
are knowledgeable of Japan’s imperialist activities, sev‐
eral thought the Japanese government should apologize,
with twice as many thinking that there was no concrete
evidence for Japan’s violence, or that the current genera‐
tion shall not bear responsibility for the past. In general,
themore historical details a respondent knew about con‐
cerningWWII, the more sense of responsibility he or she
felt Japan should bear.

An interviewee who had actively researched Japan’s
war involvement said:

In high school, teachers specifically avoided mention‐
ing the relationship between Japan and China during
WWII because it’s too problematic. They just dive into
the air bombing in Japan and howwewere victimized
by America. One justification [of the invasion] is that
the Japanese military was liberating Asian countries
from Western imperialists since Western countries
were invading and dividing China….I definitely think
that we need a historical narrative acceptable for
the Chinese, Korean, and other people victimized by
Japan, because it’s insane how Japan is denying the
responsibility….For the Japanese government there
are many things they should do. One is to compen‐
sate the victims. That’s urgent. We should acknowl‐
edge the truth, make an apology, and establish a
great educational system so that we don’t repeat the
same approach again….Some people feel if they learn
about the negative things about their country it will
affect their sense of identity and pride. But if you
want your country to be great in a real sense, your
country needs to be just. (Interviewee 4)

But in general, my results corroborate the view that the
Japanese educational system failed at properly inform‐
ing the younger generation of the basic historical facts
that occurred during WWII (Qiu, 2006; Schneider, 2008).
My data on the Chinese side has also shown that if Japan
were able to sincerely reflect on its past wrongdoings,
there would be few reasons for Japan to be perceived
negatively. Instrumentally, it would also improve Japan’s
economic and political interests, as it would facilitate bet‐
ter cooperation with neighboring countries.

5. Conclusion

While China is a rising hard power in Asia and beyond,
the media flow between China and Japan still tends to
be one‐way, in that China is a heavy importer of Japanese
media content. While the Chinese history textbook and
anti‐Japanwar dramas endeavor to pass on the collective
memory of WWII, Japanese pop culture exports Japan’s
own representation of itself as innocuous and appealing.
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As early as the 1920s, when Japan aspired to be
an imperial power, it already understood the power of
pop culture and media, using them strategically to build
support domestically (Iwabuchi, 2002). For example, pic‐
tures and narratives of children were used to moralize
and humanize war given the assumed purity and inno‐
cence of children (Fruhstuck, 2017). Eager to reinvent
itself and create a benign image of postwar Japan, since
the 1980s, the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs has
run the Cool Japan project, using pop culture to build
Japan’s cool.

People are not mere exercisers of calculation ratio‐
nality with passively received information but are drawn
by a need to feel affect, pleasure, and a sense of soli‐
darity (Alexander et al., 2012). Since pop culture is good
at constructing and selling both aesthetics and narra‐
tives, many Japanese pop culture symbols have become
totems—sources of emotional energy that excite and
unite (Collins, 2004; Durkheim, 1995). These symbols
have now attained cult status, such as the anime charac‐
ter Hatsune Miku, who inspired ‘China’s YouTube’ Bilibili
today. So have the shooting locations of dramas and
anime, which continuously draw tourists from all over
the world to visit (Lee & Han, 2013). These pop‐culture
symbols also contain a strong cultural odor—effectively
evoking an affiliative association with Japan itself and
a Japanese way of life (Iwabuchi, 1998). Therefore, the
sacredness attached to these elements of Japanese pop
culture is also successfully transferred to the political
entity of Japan itself.

Thus, even though there has been an analytical tra‐
dition (such as the Kantian one) to separate the aes‐
thetic and the moral (Kuipers, 2019), my article offers an
example where the aesthetic might, to a certain degree,
cleanse the moral. As Japan gradually builds its image as
a developed, modern country via pop culture (an inter‐
esting, relatable dreamland with all the possibilities por‐
trayed in its anime and drama), the image built by the
virtual media has, at least in part, countered the senti‐
ments shaped by traumatic historical events. In this pro‐
cess, ‘Japan’ as constructed by its pop culture acquires its
own autonomy different from ‘Japan’ the political repre‐
sentation; it reshapes the image of Japan, transforming
it from the profane (in Chinese historical, collectivemem‐
ory) into the sacred (a modern, fashionable symbol that
Chinese youth aspire to).

In contrast, the second largest economy China faces
tremendous difficulty presenting itself as benign and
trustworthy to the global community (Hartig, 2016).
In 2004, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs established a
division of Public Diplomacy to broadcast Chinese politi‐
cal ideologies abroad, especially among developing coun‐
tries (Thussu et al., 2017). In 2009, the Chinese State
Council formally declared culture as a strategic industry,
ready to invest 45million yuan for the state media to run
overseas to compete with BBC and CNN (Thussu et al.,
2017). But these efforts were not very successful, as for‐
eign audiences were quick to condemn them as propa‐

ganda (Shambaugh, 2015). While some scholars explain
this soft power failure as due to China’s fundamental lack
of attractive political values (Paradise, 2009), my article
nonetheless suggests that developing an attractive pop
culture in the entertainment sphere may, counterintu‐
itively, achieve the desired political effect of articulating
national values, at least toward the public.

In conclusion, pop culture does not generate power
in the conventional sense of authority or dominance
(Otmazgin, 2008).With the universal appeal of entertain‐
ment and propelled by commerce, pop culture relaxes
vigilance, escapes censorship, and bypasses nation‐state
boundaries to effectively distribute values. Pop culture
is often viewed as lowbrow and crude in comparison to
highbrow culture, which is arguably consumed by indi‐
viduals as a means of acquiring status (Bourdieu, 1984;
Levine, 1990). Yet in a transnational context, pop culture
carries surprising political influences that ‘the Chinese
Dream’ or Confucius Institutes cannot achieve. Countries
that have recognized this point have started to develop
sophisticated pop culture industries early on (such as the
US, Japan, and South Korea) andhavebeenmore success‐
ful at building their national image.

In terms of China’s national image, we need to note
that the data collection of this article was completed
before the spreadof Covid‐19. China aroused a great deal
of hostility around the globe as it was perceived to be
the country of origin, but also it demonstrated leadership
by recovering quickly (Salzberger et al., 2020) and aiding
foreign countries (Kurtzer, 2020). Future research should
look further into how Covid‐19 has changed China’s
national image and the global dynamics.
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